
With a 20+-year career, Larry D. Parker Jr., PhD leads the logistics industry, specializing in supply chain

management and commercial transportation. As an experienced entrepreneur, he successfully ran a trucking

business for a decade, navigated complex regulations, and leads a top supply chain program. Through P42

Consulting LLC, Dr. Parker offers industry expertise grounded in real-world experience. He's a trusted figure

in commercial trucking, providing expert witness services nationwide on bus operations and FMCSA

regulations for safe trucking policies. A 24 year United States Marine Corps veteran with global experience in

being effective and accomplishing the mission with integrity.

EDUCATION &  CERTIFICATIONS

COMMERCIAL GROUND TRANSPORTATION SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT 

+1-813-352-2380 · larry.parker@parkerbusinessventures.com  

4920 W. CYPRESS ST. STE 104 #5106, TAMPA, FL 33607

LARRY D. PARKER JR.

Ph.D. in Organization and Management, Specializing in Leadership w Capella University – Minneapolis, MN  Master of

Business Administration (MBA) w Liberty University – Lynchburg, VA | Certified Inspector General Bachelor of Arts (BA) in

History w Wittenberg University – Springfield, OH | Certified Professional Coach w APUS  

United States Marine Corps 

LtCol, Supply Chain/Logistics/Commanding Officer/ Inspector General

Led global supply chain and logistics teams worldwide, optimizing efficiency and readiness,

enhancing teamwork, reducing costs, and ensuring accountability. Directed budgeting for mission

success. Adapted and led in challenging situations, collaborating with diverse partners, and

mentoring junior personnel to enhance unit effectiveness.

P42 Consulting LLC/P42 Logistics 
President/Founder

Commercial Vehicle Owner and Driver Perspective: Consults beyond regulations. With personal experience

as a driver and owner,  Provides expert witness solutions for the trucking and freight industry. Our

nationwide team specializes in reviewing commercial trucking policy, transportation practices, and FMCSA

regulations. Consults businesses on general business organizational structure , organization culture and

operations

1992/2022- Present

1995-2019

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

CORE COMPENTENCIES

Commercial Trucking Expertise: A decade-long entrepreneurial venture in the trucking business signifies a hefty

portfolio of hands-on experience.

Regulatory Proficiency: Extensive knowledge of commercial trucking regulations and Federal Motor Carrier Safety

Administration (FMCSA) guidelines.

Educational Influence: Leveraged extensive industry knowledge to educate the next generation of supply chain and

logistics professionals.

Leadership in Supply Chain Management: Played a pivotal role in establishing and nurturing the #1 supply chain

management program in the United States.

Consultative Acumen: Providing expert witness and consultative services through a bespoke consulting firm catered

to the intricate needs of the commercial freight and trucking space.

P42 Trucking LLC. Dallas, Tx

Founder-Owner

Provided comprehensive transportation and logistics solutions tailored to meet the diverse needs of

businesses and individuals across the dynamic southern region of the United States.

2014-2020


